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 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
 
 
 
 

The Alberta Insurance Regulator, along with the Canadian Life Health Insurance Association, 

have removed the G19 bill that would have made it mandatory for consultants/brokers to 
disclosure their compensation. Rocky Mountain Benefits disagrees with their decision not to 
disclosure the compensation, our philosophy is that our clients should be aware how we are 
compensated and, as such, we have shared this information with our clients for several years.   
 
Rocky Mountain Benefits does not have any conflicts of interest. We do not have an ownership 
in any of the firms with which we deal, nor are we provided any financial support (loans, etc.) 
from our suppliers. 
 
Rocky Mountain Benefits is compensated a portion of your premium costs for designing, 
marketing and facilitating the placement of, and the continued service of, your benefit plan. This 
includes commissions and/or bonuses. Some insurers offer additional incentives such as travel 
incentive rewards in recognition of sales made, but Rocky Mountain Benefits does not accept this 
type of reward. We do not operate on a “fee for service” type of billing due to the prohibitive costs 
that may result for smaller companies who often require higher service levels. We never want our 
clients to hesitate to contact us for fear of getting a bill – you can contact us any time with any 
questions or concerns you may have. 
 
Rocky Mountain Benefits is an independent insurance broker which specializes only in employee 
benefits. Our role is to help your firm obtain the best possible benefits package for you and your 
employees. In doing so, we consider factors including: the initial, long-term and overall stability of 
pricing; plan design; customer service; and organizational fit. We strive to provide the highest 
levels of customer service to you, our client. Our proactive service approach is delivered through 
comprehensive training of plan administrators, plus a plan structure and administrative approach, 
designed to minimize employer liability. 
 
As an independent insurance broker in Alberta, we are bound by the laws that govern life 
insurance agents. We are members of our professional association, the Independent Financial 
Brokers of Canada and follow their Code of Ethics. This means that the group insurance 
products that we recommend are the ones we believe are best suited to meet your needs 
without regard to the compensation practices or any one company. We use our knowledge of 
the employee benefits field and the good relationships with the firms we work with to advocate 
on behalf of our clients when insurance, claim or administrative issues arise. 
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